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Front Cover: Ten years ago on 3 April 2008, the end of the reign for the Volvos was in sight. Having served Wellington for over twenty-five years their
replacements, the Designlines, were beginning to appear on city streets. 207 first ran in 1982 and lasted in service until about April 2009. Here it is
seen in The Parade, having just left the Island Bay terminus with one of the regular 12-minute off-peak services to the Railway Station. Ten years later,
there is no trace of overhead at this location and instead Route 1 runs from Island Bay through to the Johnsonville suburbs of Johnsonville West,
Churton Park and Grenada Village at ten minute intervals. The service has passed from N.Z. Bus (Go Wellington) to Tranzit company Tranzurban who
have a huge fleet of new buses including double-deckers, some of which ply this route. In the “good old days” of trolleybus operation, services in my
opinion were far more reliable with their timekeeping, and this is one of the issues that the Regional Council is still trying to resolve.
Please Note: Under the Wires contains facts, views, opinions, statements and other content and links to external websites. Reasonable efforts are made to include accurate and current information but the Editor
makes no warranties or representations as to the accuracy, value or safety of the published items. No liability or responsibility can be taken for errors or omissions.
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Like me you are probably saying “where has the year gone”. Well it has gone
and here we are in December again and later this month many people
around the world will be celebrating the season of Christmas in their own
personal way. Although Christmas is often depicted in snowy scenes, it is far
different here in New Zealand where in the southern hemisphere it is the
time for summer barbeques rather than the more traditional times that our
cousins in the north enjoy. Sadly, I no longer have the opportunity to choose
a new “Christmassy” trolleybus scene to send you as a greeting – one of their
diesel replacements just wouldn’t cut it, so instead may I just wish all readers
of UTW a happy and enjoyable time wherever you may be.
Although I announced a few months ago that UTW would be going bimonthly you will of course have noticed that the magazine has continued as
normal. However... there won’t be a January issue as a special holiday in
Europe will take my wife and I away from the camera and keyboard for
several weeks during this month. Who knows, I might just be able to view a
trolleybus or two in Salzburg or Bratislava during our travels! Therefore the
next edition should be in your In Box at the beginning of February 2019.
Wayne Duncan, our reader who lives in Foxton, has nothing new to report and understands that the last time a trolleybus operated
around the town’s streets was back in July 2016 before work started on the upgrade of Main Street in October 2016. Wayne considers this
reconfiguration in the town may have now stymied trolleybuses turning from Main Street into Wharf Street. Also there is no longer a bus
stop in Wharf Street for trolleybuses to park at. He does note though “one thing about Foxton is that it now holds the mantle of being the
only place in North Island where trolleybus overhead can still be viewed on public roads.” Now there’s a good reason to call into the town
if you are passing, to remind yourself what trolleybus overhead once looked like even if there isn’t a trolleybus attached to it.
Last month a photo was published of an End of an Era board still displayed in Elizabeth Street. These boards were placed on traction
poles around the network informing the public about the end of trolleybuses and the removal of the overhead. They were meant to
have been removed but a few have escaped. Since then I have noticed that another is still on site at the former trolleybus turning
circle at Island Bay.
The Tramway Historical Society at Ferrymead in Christchurch has announced the awarding of a major grant from Lotteries N.Z. to
overhaul their trolleybus line to bring it back into good working order. Several traction poles will also be replaced. Great news for
the Southerners and we look forward to seeing their trolleybuses running again in the New Year.
Four months to the day marking the start of the new bus schedules, timetabling and the fitting of all Metlink buses with bike racks I
saw my very first bicycle being transported on a bus. I have lost count of the many visits I have made to the city during this time but
it is many and I have always kept an eye on passing buses. I know that some readers have already witnessed this same spectacle but
I have to say I still believe seeing a bike on the front of a bus is almost as rare as hens’ teeth.
With buses having worked from temporary stops in Rongotai Road, the Kilbirnie bus hub was finally
opened on Sunday 18 November about five months since work began. In some countries they would
have erected a multi-story building in the time it took our local contractors to reshape some roading
and erect three bus shelters!
There’s little information to be gleaned about the trolleybuses languishing inside Kilbirnie depot. The only
snippet I could unearth was this small quote from the September Infratil Interim Report (Infratil being the
owners of NZ Bus.) NZ Bus is continuing its trial of battery-electric buses with its converted trolley prototype
having now completed over 15,000 in-service kilometres of operation in Wellington over the last 6 months.
Further roll-out of this innovative product is under discussion with Greater Wellington Regional Council.
During November, the former resting place for many of the scrapped Volvo trolleybuses, Porirua Tow and
Salvage (see a photo in this month’s Tailpiece), was completely scraped bare by large earthmoving machinery
in readiness for urban development on the site.
With advertising on city buses now restricted to rear
ends, NZ Bus would have been noticing the revenue loss
from those heady days when most of its vehicles wore an
advert of some description. Trolleybuses in particular were a favourite moving
billboard. The company has recently decided to generate a few dollars and attach
advertisements to a number of its dedicated Airport Flyer fleet, this being a
commercially operated route. Right: 2509 in Rongotai Road on 16 November 2018.
Christmas greetings to one and all and wishing everyone a happy 2019.

Alan

THANKS TO THIS MONTH’S CONTRIBUTORS:
Wayne Duncan, Phil Waters, Michael McKeon, Graeme Inwood, Andrew Henbest
and all those who provided feedback.
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UNDER THE WIRES IN SAN FRANCISCO
Phil Waters reports on a recent visit he made to the West Coast American city.
“Visiting this great U.S.A. city between 15 and 18 October, I saw the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Authority or
‘Muni’ operating some of its light rail, buses, three historic cable car routes, two heritage streetcar lines and most of all
the 300 “trolley coaches” climbing those steep hills. Out of the 240 ETI/Skoda 14TrSF trolleybuses delivered from 1999 to
2003, well over half are still running every day with the peak increasing their presence. Their days are numbered and
they will all be gone by the summer of 2019. The fleet numbers are 5401 to 5640 and they can be found on routes 1, 22,
24, 30 and 31. They have no alternative power when off wire, so the New Flyer XT40/Kiepe low floor trolleybus is more
versatile when road works divert services. These are presently being delivered and are numbered 5701 to 5885. The fleet
will total 185 by next year and will operate on routes 6, 21 and 41. The remainder are the articulated New Flyer
XT60/Vossloh Kiepe/Kiepe low floor type, number between 7201 and 7293 and delivered between 2015 and 2018. These
run on set routes 5R, 14 and 30S
because of their length. There should be
15 trolley coach routes including peak
variations but one, the 49 has a
temporary bus substitute while work
proceeds on the Van Ness Bus Rapid
Transit. Two depots serve the fleet, one
at Presidio and the other at Potrero.
The most noticeable thing about the
operation along Market Street is both
streetcars and trolley coaches share the
road space and the overhead wiring.
When you see 1948-built PCC streetcars
alongside brand new trolley coaches it
is an amazing sight. If you love Skoda
trolleybuses of old with hard plastic
seats and noisy motors accelerating up
impossible gradients in back streets San
Francisco is the place to be.”
Above: Market Street with 7287 on Route 5R heading for Fulton Rapids and streetcar 1059 bound for Castro both sharing the same stop.

Right: At another stop in Market Street, Phil found New Flyer 5711 working
a Route 21 to Hayes. Note the “Clean Air Vehicle” wording on its side and
of course bike racks are de rigeour as they are on the majority of
Wellington’s buses now. No doubt San Francisco locals use them more
than Wellington cyclists.

Left: A cyclist takes
advantage of the rack on
the front of articulated
New Flyer 7262.

Right: This final view in Market Street illustrates Skoda 5523 on Route
31 to Balboa and showing the newer silver relief and red livery. The
roofline bears the message “Zero Emission Vehicle”.

❺

Left: Three trolley coaches in one
shot! Prominent is articulated New
Flyer 7230 about to enter Stockton
Tunnel while working a Route 30 to
Caltrain Depot.

Below:
Skoda
5517
was
photographed working uphill in
Sacramento Street on a Route 1
duty.

Below: Salesforce Transit Centre. 5274 and 7284 are standing side
by side and show the difference between a New Flyer articulated
and standard trolley coach.

Right and below: Count the poles! Trolley coach ‘paradise’ – the depot at
Presidio. In the foreground of the lower picture is 5760, the highest fleet
number that Phil observed.

Thanks for sharing these pictures, Phil.

If you have recently visited a destination where trolleybuses
are still in operation the Editor would be pleased
to hear from you.

❻

BY TROLLEYBUS FROM...

ISLAND BAY

Remembering Route 1 when it was operated by trolleybuses.
The seaside suburb of Island Bay on Wellington’s southern coastline was first
connected to the city by public transport (tram) on 2 December 1905. These ran until
2 May 1963, closing just a year before the last trams in Wellington ran to Newtown
on 2 May 1964. Trolleybus replacements started in November 1964 and between
then and total closure on 31 October 2017 residents of this suburb saw a variety of
trolleybuses, ranging from the small fleet of 10 Crossleys, the 109 B.U.T.s, the 20
Ansaldos, 68 Volvos, 60 Designlines and numerous types of diesel buses that were
used as substitutions. A total of 267 different trolleybuses worked on the Wellington
network and it is likely that all visited the seaside suburb at some point in their lives.
This feature is not intended to be all-encompassing of the various buses that
operated, more to give a representation of the route which was approximately 8km
long through to the Railway Station. So, take your ticket and grab your seat and let’s
be on our way.
Left: Examples of the last issues of timetables supplied by Metlink for Route 1 when trolleybuses
operated. Personally, I always found the smaller timetables to be more “user friendly” because
of their size and ability to easily fit into a pocket.
Right: The route from Island Bay to the Railway Station showing the thirty bus stops along
the way. The average journey time was 35 minutes, extending to around 40 minutes in the
peak hours. Map: Metlink.

Above: Island Bay trolleybus terminus was situated in The Parade at the intersection with Reef Street (where the black car is turning from).
It consisted of a turning loop and most drivers were able to make their turn in one manoeuvre. The actual waterfront and bay is just a
couple of minutes walk through the park on the left. Since the end of trolleybus operation, buses now terminate and start from Reef
Street and the bus shelter on the right has been removed. A charging station has since been erected in Reef Street for the few electric
double-deckers that are in service. Five days before the end of trolleybus working, 355 is approaching the departure stop at the terminus.

❼

Left: 258 is approaching the third stop on the route, at the Island
Bay shopping centre. This photograph was taken on 24 June 2009.
By this date just four Volvo trolleybuses remained in service and
this would be the case up until their last day of operation on 16
November that year. 258 was saved for preservation and can now
be seen at Ferrymead Museum in Christchurch. The Tramway
Historical Society is currently working on bringing it back to
operational standard again.

Right: Designline 376 leaves the northern end of the Island Bay
shopping centre on 6 January 2014.

Left: The Empire theatre screened its first film in 1925. 376 is
captured pulling into the fifth stop on its trip back to Wellington
on 16 December 2016.

Right: We have now left The Parade and are looking south along
Adelaide Road as 233 passes MacAlister Park at Berhampore on 24
June 2009. On the left, still in place at the time, is the turnaround for
trolleybuses working “shorts” to Berhampore.

Left: A couple of hundred metres further north from the last
camera position and 332 is photographed climbing Adelaide Road
on 12 February 2014.

Right: We have reached the rather quaint Berhampore shops and here is
235 on 15 February 2007.

❽

Right: 366 has turned right from Adelaide Road
into Luxford Street on 5 January 2016 and is
about to pull up at the ninth stop since leaving
Island Bay terminus

Below: 377 approaching the next stop in Luxford
Street near the corner where it joins Rintoul
Street. This photograph was taken on 5 October
2015.

Right: 362 (in more recent times the Wrightspeed experimental vehicle) turns
from Luxford Street into Rintoul Street on 8 January 2014.
Left: Having now arrived in Newtown
we see 354 and 342 passing at the
northern end of Rintoul Street.

Right: Here at Newtown the route from Island
Bay joins the overhead from points east (Lyall
Bay and Seatoun) and south (Newtown Park).
351 is turning from Rintoul Street into Riddiford
Street on 6 October 2017.

Left: Stop 14 on our journey. 366 is in Riddiford Street on
11 February 2017. At the top of the photograph the switch
for outbound Island Bay services can be seen. 366 will
shortly join the wires used by inbound 3, 10 and 11
services.

❾

Left: 350 photographed from Wellington Regional Hospital on 25
July 2014. Just ahead of the trolleybus is the switch for routes 10
and 11 to use and they will be turning left at the end of Riddiford
Street into John Street. 350 meantime will proceed ahead at the
intersection and continue into Adelaide Road.

Right: 376 is pictured crossing from Riddiford Street into Adelaide
Road on 29 September 2017. The wires at the top of the photograph
are those that go into John Street as described above.

Left: 233 (now preserved by the Omnibus Society) runs along
Adelaide Road towards Basin Reserve on 24 June 2009.

Right: At the northern end of Adelaide Road Route 1 turns left into
Rugby Street for the start of its travels around Basin Reserve. On 26
March 2013 the driver of 357 starts the turn.

Left: Inbound buses travel around the western edge of Basin
Reserve with outbound services using the eastern side of the
park. On a grey 9 April 2014, 372 runs down the short section of
Buckle Street before entering Cambridge Terrace at the bottom
of the photograph.

Right: 229 is in Cambridge Terrace near the intersection with Elizabeth
Street where Route 2 trolleybuses joined the inbound wires. This scene
was recorded on 30 October 2008.

❿

Left: 365 was captured turning left from Cambridge Terrace into Courtenay Place on
19 November 2010.

Right: 371 approaches stop 21 on our journey from
Island Bay and is at the eastern end of Courtenay
Place on 14 December 2016.

Left: Oh dear - bus bunching. I
thought this was only a symptom of
the new bus regime in Wellington,
but no. On 10 March 2006, 301 and
244, both on Route 1 duties are
about to leave Courtenay Place and
cross Taranaki Street and then
continue along Dixon Street. This
was part of the inbound route for all
buses through the city at this time,
that is until Manners Street
reopened throughout at the end of
November 2010.

Right: A going away view of 260 on 24 November 2003, having left the stop in Dixon Street beside
Cuba Street mall. In the distance the trolley will turn right into Victoria Street and then turn left
into Manners Street.
Left: Manners Street
re-opened throughout
for trolleybus traffic
on 29 November 2011.
On 6 December 376 and 379 pass through the new street
transformed from a pedestrian mall.
Below: Designline prototype 301 turns out of Manners Street
into Willis Street on a dismal 25 September 2013.

⓫

Right: Having travelled the length of Willis Street it is
time to turn left into Lambton Quay – journey’s end is
now not far away. On 26 October 2016, 374 is beginning
the turn at Stewart Dawson’s corner. Another
Designline follows hard on its heels.

Above: 212 calls at the last but one stop, Lambton North End, on 27 August 2003, before reaching its destination.

Left: 355 and 351 have just crossed the intersection
of Lambton Quay with Bowen and Whitmore Streets
and run towards the Railway Station Interchange on
17 October 2013.

Right: 302 painted into Go Wellington colours but yet to be branded is
photographed just outside the Interchange on 7 February 2008.

Left: 340 has arrived from Island Bay on 19 March 2014. Sister
341 stands immediately behind. In the background behind the
buses is the Wellington High Court.
Below: From the arrival stop it was just a case of moving up to
the lay-over area ready for the next duty. 24 February 2017.

⓬

“Great news we are to see more of UTW but so sad that it is for reasons of a
fiasco with public transport in Wellington. I am pleased the San Francisco
images (October 2018) were of
use. Well done for spotting
Davis Street; what you could not have known is that it is where we rent our apartment!
Amazingly the bus is on San Francisco’s main street, Market, and, whilst I'd love to confess to
having got up early to get the picture, it was actually mid-morning. Market has become very
much a public transit corridor which explains the rather quiet nature. The new trolleybuses can
do thirty miles off the wires. Here's one doing that at the famous Haight Ashbury to avoid road
work. As for the cable car, riding on the
running boards is all part of the service;
interestingly women were not allowed to do
this until 1965. It is great, if rather expensive
fun. The USA's reputation for litigation is not
quite what it seems. Things which would
never be allowed in the U.K., I suspect N.Z.
also, are perfectly fine in the US, you are just
warned about it and then it is up to you to look after yourself. On the bus front, ADL are
producing a double deck in the U.S., the ADL 500 and one of the first customers is AC
Transit based in Oakland for use on the growing commuter services to San Francisco
across the Bay bridge. They are not in service yet but kindly sent one over to San Francisco
for my wife and I to view.” Roger Davies.
“Imagine waiting for a connecting bus at a transport hub in wet and windy weather! You can understand why Wellington commuters are
unhappy; if it works in Seattle or Dublin is not the answer that one solution fits all. Enough of the political misinterpretation of a good
transport network and industrial unrest, "Under the Wires" has outlived the trolleybus network it was created for by 12 months. It goes on
being interesting and diverse with all the swapping of news items, facts and photographs by all the contributors. A very absorbing article
about Stagecoach Wellington Designline Trolleybus 2002 - 2009 by Allan Cannell and the usual quality photographs of days gone by from
Henry Brittain, Graeme Inwood and of course your good self. Tom Douce brought good views from Czechia, the spiritual home of the
modern trolleybus. Now and then pictures are always thought provoking and when you realise what is missing, nostalgia kicks in. Poor 361
seems to be condemned to a life on the Airport Flyer - at least you can ride one Designline ex-trolleybus. 362 has disappeared and the rest
languish in Kilbirnie Depot. This must be the most unusual end to a trolleybus fleet that are normally scrapped or sold on as soon as
possible.” Phil Waters.
“It was funny to see the Hong Kong double-decker trolley. When I visited Beijing researching for the N.Z. trolleybus project, I called on our
Stagecoach Hong Kong colleagues, and they showed me all over 701. I got a few good ideas from them including IGBT choppers and the
Chinese pole bases/retrievers. I am still in contact with the engineer who developed that bus, so I will forward a copy of UTW to him too.
There’s quite a story about that bus too; it had an auxiliary diesel engine, and the test track had a high-speed underground flywheel, to
recover and return braking energy. Maybe they have an article that they could share; I will ask.” Allan Cannell.
“As always, congratulations on another excellent issue of UTW. The highlights for me were- P4-9; Stagecoach Wellington Designline
Trolleybus 2002-2009; I found this to be a fascinating article. I think it is fair to say that the late Graeme Butler was a trolleybus genius. I
remember reading in a magazine back in I think 1993 about the lightweight trolley poles, and how successful they had been when used on
a test run. I wonder if any of your readers can state the reason why they were never used after that. I had to
when I read that Mr Butler
had kept the trolley poles beneath his house! How impressive 332 looks in the photo taken on the day of its launch. P10-11; The black and
white images on these pages, all of which are gems. P15; Excellent photo of 342 about to enter the Hataitai tunnel. On the same page, a
passer-by seems fascinated by the actions of 342's driver at Courtenay Place. P19; The letter by Peter D Graham. P23-26; All of the photos
on these pages. P27-28; Switch 445 Remembered. P29; More on Tow Trucks. P30; The Dennis Dragon Trolleybus. I have a model of this
trolleybus, which I purchased in 2002. P33; The photo of the B.U.T. at Miramar Junction. Re the photo of New Plymouth 2, how many
trolleybuses have been towed to their destination by a car?! P34; The black and white photo taken on Adelaide Road. P39; The comments
by M.P. Paul Eagle says it all about the recent transport
situation in Wellington. Finally, I enclose two photos taken
in Reading on 3 November, which was the 50th anniversary
of the closure of the town's trolleybus system. Seen in front
of the Town Hall is 144, one of a batch of twenty (138-157),
built by B.U.T. (chassis), Park Royal (bodywork) and English
Electric (motor) in 1949. This vehicle closed the system. Its
presence generated a lot of interest. At the nearby museum,
a book about the system, titled Reading Trolleybuses,
written by Dave Hall and published by Trolleybooks was
launched, and I highly recommend it.” Tom Douce.

“Every month my Uncle Tom (Douce) sends me UTW. My interest in trolleybuses began back in 1999 when I saw them for the first time at
Sandtoft Trolleybus Museum (U.K). I was fascinated by their silent operation as well as the overhead wiring, I was hooked! In September of
this year I rode on a trolleybus for the first time in Cagliari, on the Italian island of Sardinia. I was impressed by the swift acceleration and
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superb braking. Attached is a photo of 704, one of a batch of sixteen (701-16), built between 2011-12 by
Solaris/Skoda. Route 31 operates between Piazza Matteotti and Quartu Sant' Elena. Trolleybus operation
began there on 22 December 1952. Congratulations on an excellent magazine!” Jade Douce.
“(November issue) good as ever! Re Short Workings (p33), there was also the loop at Kilbirnie from Onepu
Rd/Rongotai Rd via Evans Bay Parade to Bay Rd, used by the first outbound and last inbound 2/11 services
of the day to get from/to Kilbirnie depot. That loop and the Hutchison Road/John Street one were both used
in passenger operation on the last night of trolleybus operation. I don't
know when the Miramar loop was removed, but the repaired cuts in
the wires where the special work had been survived until the end. I've
got a photo somewhere, and they're visible on Oct 2009 Google Streetview. I
achieved a ride on an electric double-decker on 15 November, on an outbound 32x (very quiet and
smooth - also saw one on a 7, and on a 1 and a 23e just before 6pm on Monday), and the need for
those markings is apparent. We went along the Kent Terrace bus lane very gingerly indeed: about half
way along there's a wooden pole that leans towards the road, with a gouge at about DD roof height.
There's a similar marker on the inbound stop on Rintoul St near Hall Street. Keep up the good work!
Mike Mellor.
Left: Marker on a pole at stop 7015 on the west side of Adelaide Road, presumably to remind drivers of doubledeckers that a combination of camber and pole lean means there's a risk of the top deck hitting the pole.

Mike also submitted these photographs, all taken on the last night of trolleybus
operation – 31 October 2017 - which in his own words are “not very good”.
However, they are important for the record. They depict: (above) “346, the last
trolleybus to work Route 11 (it was the penultimate 11 of the night - the last one
being a diesel), turning right from Rongotai Road into Evans Bay Parade and
bound for Kilbirnie depot; (above right) the same bus at the Bay Road stop in
Kilbirnie having used the loop, and with the last passenger alighting; (right) 383
on either the penultimate or the last trolley on route 1 (I didn't see the final
working) turning right from John Street into Riddiford Street, having used the
John Street loop and returning to Kilbirnie.”
“Thank you for continuing to send UTW - your study of the decommissioning of
the trolleybus infrastructure must be the most comprehensive of any former
system and must have taken a huge amount of your time. Thank you for all your
efforts; UTW is always an interesting read and I always look forward to receiving it. I am sorry to hear of the current bus problems in
Wellington - it sounds a real mess and must be very frustrating for bus users and drivers. Are there any current bus routes which could
have been operated by trolleybuses beyond 31 October 2017? Or any that could have been trolleybus operated with relatively minor wiring
alterations? It is so sad to read that most of the trolleybuses are still inside the depot at Kilbirnie - I thought that back in 2014, all had to
become battery electric buses and after the contract was signed, there was no way this could be altered without huge expense.”
Andrew Henbest.

Right: In the last twelve months little has changed at
Kilbirnie depot; the only “escapee” being 361 (minus
poles - right) which was converted to battery
operation. This photo was taken on 20 December 2017.

⓮

ON 5 FEBRUARY 1982...
Left: Michael McKeon photographed B.U.T.
101 at Island Bay terminus. 101 was
numerically first of the last batch of nineteen
B.U.T.s which all featured lantern
windscreens. It worked until 1986.

Right: Thirty-six years later, the overhead has gone and the buses have changed –
dramatically! On 2 November 2018, Tranzurban 3527 pulls away from the new terminus in
Reef Street and turns into The Parade to begin a longer journey than previous; its
destination is Grenada Village, north of Johnsonville. Behind is sister 3521.
Contemporary photos: Alan Wickens.

Left and below: Was the folded pushchair put into the
pram bay on trolleybus 101? Over the years the bus
shelter was replaced (then a newer one in its place
was recently removed), the overhead was taken down
and a cycleway was installed. Apart from that little has
changed at this location with the old buildings
remaining. The fresh seal on the left is where the
Route 1 services once departed.

Below: Also on the same day, Michael visited Aro Street where he recorded B.U.T.
12 travelling in the direction of the terminus, despite the roller blind showing
Railway Stn. At that time Aro Street buses were numbered 7 the same as the
Brooklyn and Mornington services. Later they became Route 8 and finally Route 9
which following the new bus changes has disappeared. Aro Street is now served
by Tranzurban route 25 which traverses between Highbury and Khandallah.

Below: A few minutes later and there was time for a
“second bite of the cherry” when 12 returned and
turned left out of Aro Street into Willis Street as it
headed this time to the Railway Station. Apart from
being overhead free, this location remains very much
unchanged. Introduced in 1951, 12 was withdrawn
later that year after thirty-one years service. Note to
GWRC – see how long trolleybuses can last.

Black and white photographs – Michael McKeon

⓯

A FOCUS ON 343 - LOOKING BACK AT ITS LIFE, YEAR BY YEAR

Right: My first sighting of 343 occurred on 30 October 2008. It is
framed between the traffic lights at the Courtenay Place/Taranaki
Street intersection and is entering Dixon Street with an Island Bay
service to the Railway Station. It wasn’t until November 2010 that
this part of the route was closed and all buses travelled via
Manners Street (just to the right of the bus).

Left: With the Wellington Botanic Garden on its left, 343 climbs Glenmore Street
travelling in the direction of Karori on driver instruction duties on 2 September 2009.

Right: On 28 September 2010, 343 is travelling on battery
power and turning from Victoria Street into Manners
Street. At the time Victoria Street traffic was still two way
at this location. With the reopening of Manners Street
throughout to buses on 28 November, Victoria Street was
reverted to one way – southbound. From that date it
became the preserve of trolleybuses travelling outbound
to Kingston and Aro Street.
Left: Lambton Quay on 14 March 2011 with 343 passing Midland Park
on its way to Karori Park. What a shame the benches couldn’t have been
sighted the other way so people could sit and watch the buses passing.
A M.A.N. 600 series diesel is following 343 substituting a trolleybus on
an inbound service from Miramar. 626, dating from 1996, is no longer
running in Wellington and has now probably been disposed of by owner
NZ Bus. Also in the procession is a green Newlands bus and at the rear a
M.A.N. 2600 in the Airport Flyer fleet travelling to the Hutt Valley.

Right: 343 is passing a parked Wellington Cable Car Ltd
traction services vehicle at the intersection of Rintoul and
Riddidord Streets, Newtown on 13 October 2013 on an
inbound duty from Island Bay.

⓰

Left: Kilbirnie Presbyterian Church in Kilbirnie Crescent is
the backdrop for this photograph taken on 30 September
2014 as 343 travels towards the city.

Right: Over in Rongotai Road, Kilbirnie, 343 is captured heading east with an
11 to Seatoun on 14 December 2015. The intersection behind was once one
of the notable junctions on the Wellington network. A glimpse of 331 can be
seen in the background in Onepu Road.

Above: 343 poses in the exit from Karori depot on 23 September 2016 awaiting its next duty. The block of flats behind the depot afforded
great views of goings on in the yard. The Omnibus Society once kept some of its vehicles here.

Right: Kilbirnie depot on 13 September 2017. By this date, 343,
(nearest the camera) is believed to have been recently
withdrawn; my last sighting of it at work being a week earlier.
Its number was noted on the depot faults board that day
recording a motor issue. Being so near to the close of
operations just six weeks later it is unlikely the trolleybus was
repaired. Also identifiable in this picture is 367 (far left) and 368
(poles up and standing over the rails once used by the former
tram traverser). Today, most of the fleet are stored here either
awaiting their fate or an announcement of being converted to
battery operation, such as that undergone by 361.

⓱

SWITCH 446 REMEMBERED
Continuing our look at some of Wellington’s special work; this month Switch
446. This was located in Cambridge Terrace near the intersection with
Courtenay Place. It separated the inbound route enabling trolleybuses to
continue along Cambridge Terrace to turn into Wakefield Street to either
travel towards the city centre or to loop back to Courtenay Place via Taranaki
Street. In latter times the only trolleybuses to be seen under these wires
were trainee drivers. The switch plate was kindly donated to me by
Wellington Cable Car Ltd when the overhead was taken down.

Left: The northbound view along Cambridge Terrace towards the intersection
with Courtenay Place (at the traffic lights) on 30 August 2017. Routes 1, 2 and
3, continued through the switch and turned left at the lights, whilst
trolleybuses wishing to reach
Wakefield Street and points
beyond took the right hand
wires. In the far distance the
wires turned left into
Wakefield Street.
Right: The view in the other
direction showing the road
markings alerting drivers
when to activate the onboard control to change the
switch direction.

Lower right: The overhead in
this area was removed in
early January 2018. By 8
January the wires up to the
switch had been removed.

Left: 344 on driver training duties on 17 April 2015.
The poles of the bus have just swung onto the outer
wire to continue on and into Wakefield Street.

Below: At 12.15 on 26 October 2011 trolleybuses
were being diverted around the Wakefield Street loop
(the occasion no longer recalled) and here is a rare view of Designline 357 on a Route 1
duty which has arrived at this location using Switch 446. The trolley was unable to reach
the Railway Station under the wires so terminated further along Wakefield Street and
then restarted its
journey to Island
Bay by turning left
into Taranaki Street
and left again into
Courtenay Place.

⓲

METLINK ANNOUNCES CHANGES TO TIMETABLES
Following a number of teething problems since the start of the new bus operation on July 15, Metlink has made
adjustments to some timetables. On 1 November they announced:
We’re making timetable improvements and adding more services. From 11 November we're making timetable adjustments to a number of
Wellington city bus routes which you may need to be aware of. These changes should improve bus journeys for many of you, delivering
improved reliability, better connections between services and more services earlier in the morning and evenings.

Changes to timetables
Route 1








Route 7




The timetable is being adjusted to better reflect the time taken between stops. This should make the timing of your buses more
reliable and reduce the number of services that "bunch" together
Additional early morning weekday services from Johnsonville West and Grenada Village to get you into the city before 7:00am
Additional evening buses on weekday and Saturday evenings from the city to Churton Park until midnight
More evening buses weekday and Saturday evenings for all branches of Route 1
There will be some changes to departure times at the Johnsonville hub to smooth the flow of Route 1 buses
The 7:20am weekday service from Johnsonville West will continue through to Island Bay rather than finishing at Courtenay
Place. This will increase peak capacity for the Basin Reserve and Newtown
Saturday evening timetables will change to the same arrival/departure as weekday evening services. The Saturday evening
times have been standardised to follow the weekday evening timetable for consistency

The timetable is being adjusted to better reflect the time taken between stops. Please check the timetable
Additional weekday and Saturday services evening service will mean you can travel from the city until midnight
Additional evening buses weekdays and Saturday will provide more regular buses every 15 minutes until 8:00pm from the city.
These currently run every 30 minutes from 7:00pm weekdays and 6:00pm Saturdays

Only changes to former trolleybus routes 1 and 7 are listed above. Other routes getting changes are 17, 17e, 19, 19e, 23, 23e, 24, 29, 29e,
30x, 32x. Full information of timetables at:
https://www.metlink.org.nz/service-updates/timetables-are-changing-for-a-number-of-bus-routes-from-11-november/
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Metlink published this notice in The Dominion Post on 3 November 2018, in conjunction with the announcement seen at the top of this
page. Sorry Metlink, but hadn’t you noticed, this has been a too regular occurrence since your changes started on 15 July, it’s called bus
bunching. Too often the buses can’t keep to their schedules. It’s commendable that you are introducing extra services but really, I’m sure
people would prefer they ran to time and not one behind the other! One commentator astutely remarked that he thought it to be a stroke
of Metlink genius; with buses on the same route following each other no-one will know whether it is a legitimate pairing or bus bunching.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Left: And talking of bus stops, don’t we just love a dollop of bureaucracy. These signs could be found in
Riddiford Street opposite Wellington Regional Hospital slap bang in the middle of the bus stop! Attached to
traction pole C84 was a P15 (parking 15 minutes in direction of arrow – this was once a parking space but
was removed as part of the new “hub” at this location). It also begs the question as to how a bus stop can be
part of a Clearway that states no parking between 7-9am and 4-6pm. Parking as we know is not permitted on
bus stops at any time. Having redeveloped and extended this area into the new city-bound bus stop some
months ago, the previous parking signs were left behind. Despite numerous approaches to the Wellington
City Council about this ludicrous situation they responded saying the bus stop belongs to the Regional
Council and they are responsible for making the decision to have the signage removed, even though WCC
enforces parking offences. Wait a minute, isn’t that sign attached to a Wellington Cable Car Ltd pole? If that’s
the case, perhaps they should have also been consulted? How about a public enquiry? And then there’s the
motorists affected by this confusing nonsense. After several months of emailing the GWRC and WCC the
parking sign was finally removed in the middle of November. The wheels of bureaucracy do turn slowly.

⓳

TRANZIT’S ELECTRIC BUSES

On 2 November 2018 a visit to the new Island Bay terminus in Reef Street revealed two electric double-deckers, 3700 and 3702. Testing of
the charging unit was being conducted and doyen 3700 had its pantograph raised into the unit. Speaking to staff on site I was told that the
charger cost NZ$2m and that the buses around NZ$900,000 each. The electric double-deckers also differ in that they are single rear axle
while the diesel variants are twin axle. 3700 is also unique in having smaller battery capacity than the rest. At this date the nine CRRC
C12RDD electrics are being charged at Rongotai depot. There are currently four small pink marks sprayed on the road where each wheel
needs to be positioned for the driver to place the bus before raising the charging pantograph.

Left: A comparison
showing the electric
vehicles and one of
their longer diesel
double-decker cousins.
3527 stands at the
terminus at Island Bay
with 3502 and 3500
behind.

⓴

REMEMBERING B.U.T. 88
88 belonged to the third batch of B.U.T. trolleybuses imported from the U.K. for use in Wellington. The nineteen buses
introduced in 1964 were built by Leyland Motors on a B.U.T. RETB1 chassis and assembled by Scammell Lorries. Electrical
equipment was provided by English Electric and the bodywork was by the Metropolitan Cammell Carriage and Wagon
Company. Numbering ran from 82 to 100. The majority enjoyed twenty years service with a couple, including 88, lasting until
1987. 88 was saved from the scrapman by the Omnibus Society. It was special in that during the latter part of its life it became a
prototype for a proposed programme to refurbish the Scammell assembled B.U.T.s. The refurbishment programme didn’t
eventuate, instead a new fleet of unwanted Ansaldo buses were acquired following the decision by Auckland to abandon its
trolleybuses. 88 had a modified front and was distinct from the rest of its classmates by having a white painted top half.
Right: This view of 88 shows it at rest at Wakefield Street depot keeping
company with Volvos 242 and 255. Photographer unknown.

Left: This view shows 88 prior to the modifications. It is
pictured in Courtenay Place in May 1982. Behind is fellow class
member 82 which, as is well known, was saved for preservation
too but is now an operational resident at The Trolleybus
Museum at Sandtoft in the U.K. Photographer unknown.

Right: Although when withdrawn in 1987 it was saved from the
scrapman, 88 didn’t have a working career like some of the
Omnibus Society exhibits went on to enjoy. For a number of
years 88 was stored in the open air at premises in Judgeford,
north of Wellington, where it was photographed on 1 May 2014.

Left: Not long after the photograph above was
taken, 88 was moved to new storage at Taita where
Wayne Duncan took this picture in July 2016.
Enquiries reveal that 88 still resides at the same
premises but in the meantime now stands alongside
Volvo 233, also in the care of the Omnibus Society.
The question remains, will either of these exhibits
ever be restored?

❷❶

BUSES IN THE MEDIA - NOVEMBER
Bus 'accidents' triple in first month of Wellington's new network
Reported bus accidents in Wellington almost tripled in the first full month
after the city's network overhaul kicked into gear. The new network of routes,
timetables and larger buses took effect in the capital on July 15, which is also
when bus operator Tranzurban took over the lion's share of operations –
about 50 per cent of all routes and services. That month saw 11 reported bus
accidents – seven involving Tranzurban buses and four involving buses
operated by the former major player in Wellington, NZ Bus. By contrast,
between August 2017 and June 2018 there were between four and six
accidents reported each month to Greater Wellington Regional Council. By
August 2018 – the first full calendar month of the new network in Wellington
city – the number of reported accidents hit 16. Tranzurban buses were
involved in 11 of those, while NZ Bus and Mana Coach Services were involved
in one each. One incident involved a woman on a bus that stopped with an
"almighty jolt" in the suburb of Newtown, causing her to fly forward and hit
her head on the driver's seat and get whiplash. An elderly woman on the same
bus landed on the floor. Another incident was reported to the council as a "hit
and run" on a car, while another allegedly involved a bus driver who hit a
parked car at the intersection of Rintoul and Luxford St then, when challenged
by a passenger, denied it. The bus drivers union has blamed the spike in
reported crashes on what they say is substandard training, pay and conditions
provided to Tranzurban drivers, But Greater Wellington says it is because bus
operators are reporting more incidents. Tranzurban did not offer any theories
about the spike, but said its drivers were adequately trained. The Council of
Trade Unions obtained the figures from Greater Wellington and supplied them
to Stuff. They cover reported accidents to the council rather than verified crashes. Tramways Union secretary Kevin O'Sullivan said the
situation was "totally predictable". "The way Tranzit has gone about employing drivers has left them short staffed and they've refused to
put proper training in place," he said. At the time the new network took effect, Tranzurban filled driver shortages by pulling drivers in from
elsewhere across the country. "If the regional council and Tranzit had negotiated a sensible handover with us they would've had a good
pool of experienced Wellington drivers to draw on and the chance to run decent training. We raised both of these issues with them well
before the change over happened. They didn't listen." The regional council said the accident figures were "complaints received by bus
operators", not necessarily crashes. But every incident in the information supplied to Stuff was coded as a "vehicle accident". In
a statement, the council said there were now clear requirements with operators, which had led to an increase in health and safety
reporting by bus operators. "This is part of a concerted effort to increase reporting of incidents. This needs to be taken into account when
looking at these figures. It is too early to compare or predict trends." Most of the crashes were minimal and the complaints did not
attribute blame. The new, larger double-decker buses also faced new hazards that were being addressed with Wellington City Council, the
regional council said. Tranzurban said no drivers had been reprimanded for accidents but some had been re-trained.
Source: Stuff. 5 November 2018.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/news/108030155/bus-accidents-triple-in-first-month-of-wellingtons-new-network
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Construction work on Wellington bus hub halted by brain surgery
Brain surgery is, officially, a more important job than constructing Wellington's bus hubs. Greater Wellington Regional Council has
revealed why work on its Newtown bus hub suddenly went silent last week. It turns out the reason – which the regional council, hand-onheart, says is true – was that brain surgeons at Wellington Hospital asked for the work to stop while they performed a delicate operation.
Power fluctuations and vibrations from the tools were being felt inside the operating theatre. Work on the bus hub resumed once the
operation was completed. Wellington Hospital's Delwyn Hunter said neurosurgeons were using a microscope that was sensitive to the
vibrations caused by the work outside last Monday. "In the best interests of the patient, the surgery was paused while we asked for work
on the bus hub to be halted," he said. "The surgery resumed after a short period of time, and was completed uneventfully."
Source: Stuff. 7 November 2018.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/news/wellington/108429271/construction-work-on-wellington-bus-hub-halted-by-brain-surgery
An online comment to this story read: “Those that decided on the new bus system could do with a bit of brain surgery if you ask me.”
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Auckland praised for bus network. Wellington? Not so much
A public transport expert involved in bus network redesigns says things have turned out "very differently" in two of New Zealand's largest
cities. Jarrett Walker is an internationally renowned consultant on public transport issues and was involved in closed door sessions that
started the ball rolling on bus network redesigns in Auckland and Wellington. Changes in both cities hit potholes but Wellington's
problems have been so severe the Greater Wellington Regional Council was forced to acknowledge problems with at least 30 bus routes
on the new network. Walker will be speaking at the Grand Millenium Hotel in Auckland on Thursday night, part of 'Auckland
Conversations', a discussion series on big picture city issues. The US-based public transit consultant is quick to distance himself
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from GWRC and said he has "had no role in Wellington at all since 2012". "I last worked in Wellington six years ago on a very early version
of this plan, my understanding is that some fairly basic mistakes have occurred." But he had great praise for Auckland Transport who he
periodically provided advice to in the years afterwards. "I just want Auckland to understand and appreciate what has been achieved
there." He is likely to face questions on bus network redesigns which have been rolled out across both Auckland and Wellington. Walker's
reply to most of those queries is likely to be: "Redesign work is difficult". "It's difficult politically because people always complain when
you change anything." And New Zealand had the added complication of a slew of private operators on its public bus networks, all primed
to treat one another as competitors, Walker said. "It's a whole lot of work so the idea has to be so great that it's worth going through all of
that," Walker said. "I think it is." That idea is to move bus networks away from a system transporting people from suburb-to-CBD to an
interlocking grid pattern of rapid and frequent bus routes that can take you anywhere. "I give Auckland Transport a lot of credit for having
not rushed the implementation but for having done it slowly and carefully and really really well so that we haven't seen the kinds of
hiccups that we've seen in Wellington." People might have to take two buses, or a bus and a train, but their overall trip time should be
shorter due to reduced wait times, Walker said. But Auckland's network may not be as rapid or as convenient as promised either.
Yesterday North Shore bus commuters complained to Stuff about chronic overcrowding and a bus service with worsening reliability after
network changes went through. Walker said some concerns with Auckland's redesign "may be valid" as well, but the causes were often in
the implementation not the design. Redesigns could come unstuck if bus operators weren't on-board with plans for more rapid buses, if
bus stops weren't maintained well enough, or if traffic prevented buses from being rapid at all, Walker said. "My job is never to pretend
that it's easy, my job is to build an understanding of why, even though it's difficult, you can get such great outcomes that it's worth doing."
Source: Stuff. 22 November 2018.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/108776031/auckland-praised-for-bus-network-wellington-not-so-much
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cost of controversial Wellington bus hubs blows out by more than $5 million
The cost of Wellington's controversial new bus hubs has blown out by more than $5 million. The eight hubs – places where commuters
transfer from local bus routes onto core routes - were initially expected to cost ratepayers $9.3m. But an updated projection has put the
cost of the project at $14.4m, despite the fact some of the new hubs could effectively end up being redundant. A Greater Wellington
Regional Council spokesman said the increased cost was the result of a new design being developed after the project had commenced.
The updated version was in response to commuters' concerns about safety, and included high-quality lighting, an improved surveillance
system, and a "cantilever" design with glazed walls so people could see out the sides of the shelters. "These features came at a higher cost
than if we were to roll out more of our standard shelters, but it was important to respond to concerns expressed by customers about the
perceived risks of transferring at hubs." The project had also been more complex and challenging than expected, with disruptions such
as stormwater works at the Kilbirnie hub pushing the construction timeframe, and cost, out. The new hubs are in Johnsonville, Brooklyn,
Newtown, Miramar, Kilbirnie, Karori, and central Wellington, while improvements were also made at Wellington Railway Station. It had
not yet been decided whether the new design would be installed at the central Wellington hub – on Courtenay Place – so the final cost
might be less than forecast, the spokesman said. The hubs were introduced as part of the city's new bus network launched in July, but
have proven highly unpopular with commuters who did not previously need to change buses. The regional council has subsequently
agreed to review some of the city's routes, with the intention of eliminating as many scheduled transfers as possible. That could mean
some of the hubs – especially in places like Miramar and Newtown – would no longer be needed. Public transport advocate Tony Randle
said the cost was mystifying when compared with what commuters were getting in return. "Considering the cost is now more
approaching $2m per bus hub, it is unbelievable how pathetic they are. "These are just bus stops, they're not bus hubs. Proper bus hubs
have actual facilities, like toilets." Some hubs, like the Johnsonville one on Moorefield Rd, did not have proper shelter or a real-time
information board, Randle said. "I don't know what the council has spent the money on, but it's clearly not on the bus shelters." Four hubs
are still to be completed - in Newtown, Johnsonville, Karori, and Courtenay Place.
Source: Stuff. 26 November 2018.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/108870990/cost-of-controversial-wellington-bus-hubs-blows-out-by-more-than-5-million
Comment: Other than rearranging the departures from the stops at Wellington Railway Station I am at a loss as to what “improvements”
were made at this location. As for the comment regarding “glazed walls so people could see out the sides of shelters”, the vast majority of
bus shelters in the city already have this basic facility – a somewhat logical way for people to see if their bus is coming surely? Bus shelters
these are – bus hubs they are not. What an utter farce this review of services has turned out to be.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Left: Tram tracks and trolleybus wires in Oriental
Parade. What looks to be Crossley 4 has stopped outside
the Band Rotunda.
Photo sourced from Facebook. Photographer unknown. Thanks
to Henry Brittain.
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A TROLLEYBUS AT CHRISTMAS
It was usual for trolleybuses to be rested up over the Christmas/New Year period in Wellington. Holiday
timetables came into force during this time meaning far fewer services. Depending on what day of the
week Christmas Day fell on it could be as early as 22 December when the last trolleybus services for the
year would run. Here are a few memories from the last years of operation.

Right: On 22 December 2016, the last
year that trolleybuses ever ran during
this month, 302 glides along Lambton
Quay passing Waring Taylor Street
with an 11 service to Seatoun.
Wellington City Council is never big on
public decorations with only limited
street banners and a couple of
decorated trees.

Left: A small group of Salvation Army
bandsmen play Christmas carols on
Lambton Quay during lunchtime on 24
December 2015, as 342 passes by on a
Route 9 duty from Aro Street to the
Railway Station.

Right: A pōhutukawa tree (or N.Z. Christmas tree) in
Manners Street makes a splendid backdrop for 365 as
it passes with a 1 service to the Railway Station from
Island Bay on 23 December 2014.

❷❹

TEN YEARS AGO
Turning the clock back ten years to December 2008. Had you made a visit to Wellington you would have found both
Volvo and Designline trolleybuses at work. At the start of the year at least forty-two Volvos were still operational and by
years’ end over thirty of the new Designlines were in service. These three photographs were taken on 22 December.

Left: Volvo 223 was photographed emerging
from the western portal of the Karori tunnel
while working a Route 3 to Lyall Bay. The driver
looks curious as to why his photo is being taken
but probably realises “oh, it’s that man again!”
In these latter days of Volvo operation several
examples were repainted all-over white and
were nicknamed “ghosts” by enthusiasts. For
some reason the painters missed the back of the
roof leaving the Stagecoach blue, red and orange
stripes. The transformation took place sometime
between March and November of that year. 227
and 233 were also treated in a similar fashion.
223 lasted until April 2009 when it was
withdrawn and dismantled.

Right: Nearing the end of its run to Island Bay, 333 was
recorded in The Parade passing a pōhutukawa tree in full
bloom. In those days the Designline trolleybuses ran
without the addition of advertising, but as is well known
this did not last for too much longer.

Left: 213 is in Riddiford Street and passing the newly
completed Wellington Regional Hospital. (Also see page
30). It is working one of the half-hourly Route 10
services from Newtown Park to the Railway Station. In
the background is 227. 213’s driver will be about to
operate the switch ahead of the bus to take it onto the
inside wire. This will enable the bus to turn left into John
Street and continue its journey to the central business
district via Wallace and Taranaki Streets. The same route
was used by inbound Route 11 trolleybuses from
Seatoun. The outer wire was used by Routes 1 and 3
which travelled to the city via Adelaide Road, Basin
Reserve, Cambridge Terrace and Courtenay Place where
the routes rejoined again. Although Stagecoach had sold
its bus interests to N.Z. Bus in 2005, the Volvos were not
repainted into the Go Wellington livery as seen above.
The hospital was officially opened on 6 March 2009. An
interesting set of photographs can be sourced at:
https://www.ccdhb.org.nz/about-us/history/the-publichospital-in-wellington/new-regional-hospital/

❷❺

THE BROOKLYN TURNBACK LOOP
The suburb of Brooklyn features a number of streets named after American presidents; Washington Avenue, Jefferson
Street, Harrison Street, Garfield Street, Lincoln Street, McKinley Crescent, Taft Street, Coolidge Street and Cleveland Street.
As there isn’t any spare land in the suburb for housing development there is no likelihood of Trump Avenue appearing.
Trolleybuses once used to travel along two of these ‘presidential’ streets, namely Washington Avenue and Cleveland
Street. The small shopping centre in Cleveland Street was where trolleybuses on short workings once turned at the
Brooklyn Library.

Left: In this view looking east along Cleveland Street the
switch used by services travelling only as far as Brooklyn can
be seen branching off the main route that continues to the
suburbs of Mornington and Kingston. On 25 February 2004,
223 runs down Cleveland Street with a Route 7 to the Railway
Station. The Brooklyn Library and turnaround loop are out of
sight behind the large building to the rear of the Volvo.

Right: This view from an elevated position shows
227 about to turn into the Brooklyn Library stop. It
also gives a clear view of the wires leading both
into and out of the turning area. 24 February 2007.
A new bus ‘hub’ has been built at this location and
inbound Route 7 services now pull up at a new bus
stop where the white car is parked ahead of the
Volvo. Local transfer buses continue to use the bus
stops outside the Library. Photo: Graeme Inwood.

Left: By 17 February 2011 the Volvos had all been withdrawn
and it was now the age of the Designline trolleybuses. This
view is from just beyond the library (left of the red car) and
depicts 368 heading for Kingston. The overhead can be seen
curving into the turning area. I do not have a date for the
removal of this loop - only that it was gone by 2014. Can
anyone assist? The last traces of overhead in Cleveland Street
were removed during the decommissioning in June 2018.

❷❻

DUNEDIN FLASHBACK

Bryan Blanchard took these two views of three Dunedin trolleybuses in November 1973. 71 and 72 (nearest the camera) are able to be
clearly identified but the third is unclear, though it looks to be from the same second batch of B.U.T. buses with wooden framing
bodywork by Dunedin City Transport. 71 and 72 were withdrawn in 1974 – neither attained preservation. Final closure to trolleybuses in
Dunedin came in March 1982.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------It’s not the first time I’ve remarked in these pages that Tranzurban electric double-deckers tend to be a shy breed when it comes to
working in the off-peak period. On 13 December 2018 I visited the Tranzurban depot in Rongotai Road, Rongotai and found all but one of
the electric fleet parked outside basking in the spring sunshine. Moments later the missing bus, 3702, appeared and joined its cousins.
From left to right; 3504 (diesel), 3704, 3700, 3701, 3709. 3703, 3707, 3708, 3706 and 3705. As well as the single-deckers to the left of the
line-up there were plenty of other buses parked out of sight behind. Much of the fleet at Rongotai is stored in the open air.

❷❼

MORE METLINK POSTERS
Left: “So we’ve got a move on.” Oh really, five months to build a bus hub? If
that’s getting “a move on” then I’m glad a more relaxed approach wasn’t
taken. Or have I got it all wrong and “we’ve got a move on” is intended to
mean we’re moving the bus stops across the road to Evans Bay Parade? You
be the judge.

Right: “It’s about time.” My first
reading of this poster had me
thinking, “yes about time too!”
But again I think it is probably
designed to be a clever Metlink
marketing play on words again,
“it’s about time” being the
timing of the buses.

Left: Five days after introducing “improvements” which included buses
arriving on time, two Route 3 services were photographed passing
through Kilbirnie shops on 18 November 2018 one behind the other.
Thirteen minutes later I witnessed the same two buses travelling back
to the city – in tandem. This is one of the bugbears of the new bus
timetabling; buses are supposed to run at intervals, not one behind
the other and in this case nothing more for twenty minutes. In the
days of trolleybus operation on Route 3 scenes like this were few and
far between. This was not by any means the only example of bus
bunching that I saw that day.

Right and below: Three eras of electric traction at the same location in
Rongotai Road; electric double-decker 3700 returning to Tranzurban’s
Rongotai depot on 18 November 2018, battery powered 361 Seatoun bound
on 14 June 2018 and trolleybus 382 working to Lyall Bay on 14 December 2016.

❷❽

A DAY TRIP TO MILAN – Andrew Henbest
I had my first rides on trolleybuses in public service in over 28 years when I visited Milan (Italy) with an enthusiast friend on 2 October
2018. We flew to Milan (Malpensa) Airport for the day from London Gatwick Airport. We travelled by coach to Milano Stazione Centrale
where we began our trolleybus (and tram) fix. In all, we observed 60 trolleybuses - both rigid and articulated - in service or at the eastern
depot in Viale Molise. 141 trolleybuses were in stock in April, 2018 according to "Trolleybus Current" magazine (Spring 2018). The oldest
(rigid) trolleybuses date from 1983, while the newest (articulated) date from 2012. Milan operates an extensive tram system and four
trolleybus routes. Two of these routes circle the central area, often in bus/taxi lanes with other traffic lanes either side. The other two are
north/south routes with some common running with the circular routes. The circular routes run continuously every day and night
throughout the year.
90 Clockwise Circular (Circolare Destra)
91 Anticlockwise Circular (Circolare Sinistra)
92 Bovisa Nord - Viale Isonzo
93 Stazione Lambrate - Viale Omero
In today's world of hybrids and battery buses, Milan appears to have great faith in the tried and tested trolleybus, for eighty Mk IV Solaris
Trollino articulated trolleybuses are on order to replace older vehicles, delivery starting midway through 2019 with an option for a further
fifty.
Left: Bredabus articulated trolleybus 201 dating from 1991 is seen in Via Tonale on
anticlockwise circular route 91 in the dedicated bus/taxi lane with the Stazione
Centrale building behind. It was one of only three of this type seen during my visit
on a sunny and warm day as is suggested by the open side windows.

Right: Built in 1996, Iveco articulated trolleybus 128 is
seen pausing at the southern timing point of clockwise
circular route 90 at Viale Isonzo, Lodi M3.

Left: Van Hool trolleybus 707 is also at Viale Isonzo on clockwise
circular route 90 where it is waiting for its departure time.
Right:
Iveco
trolleybus
963,
dating from 1985
is seen at the Viale
Omero terminus
of route 93 in the
south eastern part
of the city. Rigid
trolleybuses such
as 963 are used
exclusively
at
present on route
93 but are due for
withdrawal when
new stock arrives.

Left: Articulated Van Hool trolleybus 720, dating from 2009, is seen heading
north in Viale Romagna on the eastern section of the anticlockwise circular
route 91. It is about to cross tram tracks as it accelerates away from the traffic
lights under fading light.

Photos and captions: Andrew Henbest.
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Looking back three years to 12 December
2015 and the occasion of the Wellington
th
Tramway Museum’s 50 Anniversary. Two
of their superb exhibits, Double-Saloon
159 and Single-Saloon Fiducia 239 are seen
in operation.

Above: 159 returns to the tram station. The tram
tracks run from near the entrance to Queen Elizabeth
Park and follow the road to the beach, a distance of
nearly 2km. 159 is ninety-three years old and dates
from 1925.
Right: Single-saloon Fiducia 239 first saw service on
Wellington streets in 1939. In this view it is about to
pass the back-shunt and turn towards the nearby
beach terminus. The last tram to be built, 260, was
introduced in 1952. Earlier on 12 December it was
brought out of the tram barn for public display
following its lengthy restoration.

The tramway is open at weekends and public holidays
(except Christmas Day) from 11am-4.30pm. It is
situated just off State Highway 1 at MacKays Crossing,
Queen Elizabeth Park, Paekakariki, Kapiti Coast.
https://www.wellingtontrams.org.nz/
During the summer the tramway operates daily from
Boxing Day to late January. Unfortunately the park is
not accessible by public transport.

TAILPIECE

On 19 March 2004, 207 glides past Wellington Hospital in Riddiford Street
working a Route 12 to Karori Park. Much has changed over the years – not only
have trolleybuses disappeared but a completely new hospital has been built on
the site.

By 18 June 2009, 207 had been withdrawn, stripped of its useable parts and its
remains dumped in Porirua Tow and Salvage, a scrap metal yard in Porirua, that
became the temporary resting ground for many of the Volvo trolleybus fleet.

